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Abstract: Vehicle electrification demands a deep analysis of the thermal problems in order to increase
vehicle efficiency and battery life and performance. An efficient thermal management of an electrified
vehicle has to involve every system of the vehicle. However, it is not sufficient to optimize the thermal
behavior of each subsystem, but thermal management has to be considered at system level to optimize
the global performance of the vehicle. The present paper provides an organic review of the current
aspects of thermal management from a system engineering perspective. Starting from the definition of
the requirements and targets of the thermal management system, each vehicle subsystem is analyzed
and related to the whole system. In this framework, problems referring to modeling, simulation and
optimization are considered and discussed. The current technological challenges and developments
in thermal management are highlighted at vehicle and component levels.
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Road transportation has a major role in the production of greenhouse gas (GHG).
In fact, according to the European Union Commission, road vehicles have accounted for
17% of the total GHG emissions in the last decade and of the 72% of GHG emission in transportation [1]. Similar figures can be found in the US, where according to EPA (United
States Environmental Protection Agency), the transportation sectors were responsible for
29% of GHG emissions in 2019 [2], of which about 80% due to road transportation. In such
a contest, more and more stringent regulations are being issued.
Vehicle electrification has the potential to reduce GHG emissions, provided that clean
electricity generation is available [3]. Thermal management plays a major role in increasing
the efficiency of hybrid, plug-in hybrid and electric vehicles. In fact, most of the energy
losses are still related to thermal generation and correctly governing such thermal fluxes can
lead to better performances of vehicle subsystems and better occupant comfort. Thermal
management is not related only to vehicle performances or comfort. A correct thermal
management allows a longer life of components, lightweight and cost reduction.
Traditional internal combustion (IC) vehicles’ thermal management is focused only
on engine and cabin conditioning. The high working temperature of the engine allows
for the use of ambient air for cooling, while its low efficiency provides a large amount of
residual heat for cabin warming. Air conditioning is used only for cabin cooling, while
dedicated cabin heaters are used only for particular applications, while, in most cases,
the residual heat of the engine is sufficient.
Hybrid vehicles (HEV) or plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEV) require a much more complex thermal management system. In fact, beside engine and cabin, also batteries, motors
and power electronics have to be considered. Battery thermal management, in particular,
is quite complex due to the limited operative temperature range of the batteries coupled
with the requirement of a low temperature gradient. The low maximum temperature of
the batteries may require a dedicated cooling system, while the relatively high minimum
temperature can lead to the use of heaters for the warm up phase. Motors and power
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electronics have temperature requirements different from batteries and IC engine, requiring
a dedicated cooling circuit. Especially for PHEV, the use of the engine is limited. As a consequence, limited residual heat is available for cabin heating and a dedicated cabin heater
may be required.
Electric vehicles’ (EV) thermal management shares most of the challenges of the HEV
and PHEV systems with reference to batteries, motor and power electronics. However,
particular problems have to be considered too. Recent EV have a very high recharge power.
As a consequence, a high temperature increase in the batteries can be expected during
charging. Especially in hot climates, battery conditioning may be needed during charging.
Cabin heat and cooling is more critical than in other types of vehicles as the energy for both
heating and cooling must be provided by the batteries. Cabin conditioning may lead to
a large reduction of vehicle range.
Thermal management of electrified vehicles is widely discussed in the literature.
Several review papers can be found addressing the problem of the thermal management for vehicle subsystems [4–8] with special reference to batteries [9–22], for the whole
vehicle [23–25] or from a modeling perspective [26,27]. The present review aims to provide
the designer of the thermal management system the most relevant information about
the components, while focusing on the system. Mathematical modeling is also discussed
as a necessary tool for system design and optimization.
The thermal management system has the function of providing the best possible thermal condition to the subsystems of the vehicle. Due to vehicle complexity, in the thermal
management system design, many different objectives have to be taken into account, often
in conflict [26]. In such a situation, to find the best configuration of the thermal management system, the designer has to perform an optimization at system level [28,29]. In fact,
in general, a system made up of individually optimized components is not the optimal one.
Component interactions have to be taken into account.
The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, brief background is given referring to
electrified vehicle subsystems. Then, the thermal management requirements are discussed
and its basic architectures are presented. Then, a detailed analysis of the main components
of the vehicle are provided describing the related challenges and modeling issues. Finally,
the optimization of the thermal management system is considered. The paper is structured
as an organic introduction to the wide topic of the thermal management of electrified
vehicles. For each of the considered points, pertinent references, including dedicated states
of the art, are given to provide the necessary insight to the interested reader.
2. Components Thermal Requirements
In this section, the main thermal requirements of the components used in different
types of vehicles are described. This section is meant to provide basic information for
the remainder of the paper, thus no specific reference is given. Detailed references will be
provided in Section 5 dedicated to each component.
IC Engine. Application: IC, HEV and PHEV (IC = internal combustion engine vehicle,
HEV = hybrid electric vehicle, PHEV = plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, EV = electric vehicle).
Operative temperature 85–110 ◦ C. The minimum operative temperature has to be reached
in the shortest possible time to reduce fuel consumption and to have a heat source for
cabin heating. No dedicated heater is usually employed. Engine heating up is sped up
by reducing the flow of the coolant until the desired temperature is reached. Under-hood
heat retention can be an effective way to speed up the heating up phase when the engine
is restarted after a relatively short period of time. The heating up phase can be critical
especially for PHEV when the engine can be switched off for most of the time. Due to
the high values of the operative temperatures, ambient air cooling is sufficient.
Electric Motor. Application: HEV, PHEV and EV. Operative temperature <60 ◦ C. Electric motors have high efficiency, therefore, a relatively low amount of energy is dissipated
by heat, usually not sufficient for cabin heating. The maximum operative temperature
is well above the ambient temperature in most of the climates. Therefore, in most cases,
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cooling by ambient air is sufficient. However, for extreme climates, an air conditioning
system may be required.
Power electronics. Application: HEV, PHEV and EV. Operative temperature <60 ◦ C,
special applications may have high temperature electronics with maximum operative
temperature above 100 ◦ C. In most cases, power electronics has the same temperature
requirements of the electric motors. A common cooling circuit for power electronics and
motor is usually realized.
Batteries. Application: HEV, PHEV and EV. Operative temperature 20–40 ◦ C optimal temperature range, <50 ◦ C to avoid damaging or combustion. Battery overheating
has to be avoided not only to achieve the maximum performances from the component,
but to prevent the thermal runaway and battery explosion. The temperature gradient
across the battery must be minimized. Thermally unbalanced batteries, i.e., with different temperatures between cells or temperature gradients on the cells, show performance
degradation and reduced capacity. Low battery temperature has also to be avoided as
it leads to degradation, limited power and energy capacity reduction. As the maximum
battery temperature can be lower than ambient temperature, conditioned air is required.
In some cases, especially for modern batteries with high charging power and current,
the conditioning system is required also during the charging period. For low ambient
temperature, battery pre-heating may be necessary.
Cabin. Cabin heating and cooling are required for passenger comfort. For cabin
cooling, an air conditioning system is used. Cabin heating can be obtained by exploiting
the residual heat of other components. In practice, only the engine can provide a sufficient
amount of residual heat for an effective cabin heating. For vehicles where the residual heat
is not sufficient, mostly PHEV and EV, a heater has to be employed. Cabin conditioning
thermal requirements strongly depend on the ambient condition and number of occupants.
In Table 1, the indicative temperature ranges are given for the main components of
the vehicle.
Table 1. Indicative working temperature ranges of the most common vehicle systems.
Vehicle System

Temperature Range [◦ C]

IC Engine
Electric Motor
Power electronics

85–110
<60
<60 *
20–40 optimal
−10–50 to avoid damage
Occupant comfort temperature
∼20–25

Batteries
Cabin

* for special applications, temperature above 100 ◦ C can be reached.

3. Thermal System Requirements
For the definition of the architecture of the thermal management system, many factors
have to be considered. As mentioned in Section 2, depending on the type of vehicle,
different components are present and, consequently, a different thermal management
specification. Beside vehicle type, which plays an obvious role, other important factors are
the following.
•

Environment. The place, i.e., the ambient temperature, where the vehicle is used plays
an important role in the definition of the required thermal management system [30].
From a battery perspective, the minimum ambient temperature indicates if a preheating is necessary. The maximum temperature is important for choosing between
a cooling system with ambient air or conditioned air. Maximum temperature is also
important for the charging phase. In fact, for hot climates, battery cooling during
recharging may be necessary. Referring to cabin temperature control, the minimum
temperature can influence the choice of the coolant fluid of the air conditioning and
the necessity of a cabin heater.
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•

•

•

•

Vehicle mission and performances. Vehicle mission and performances, in particular
range and power, have a direct effect on the heat generated by the driveline components, such as batteries, electric motors and power electronics with consequences on
the required cooling system [24].
Cold start and travel type. Temperature when starting the vehicle is critical for consumption and pollution of engines and for the warm up time [31]. Frequent use for
short travels causes the engine to function always below the optimal temperature
range [32].
Driving cycle. Homologation driving cycles specify defined driving conditions. However, a real-world driving cycle may differ for the specific considered vehicle. Different
driving cycles require different optimization of the vehicle and its thermal management system [33,34].
Homologation requirements, safety and quality. The thermal management system must
respect homologation requirements, regulations and safety criteria. A quality plan
should be also considered to assure the desired performances of the system [18,35].

Driver–vehicle interaction is another factor that should be taken into account as
different driving styles lead to different power demands. Mathematical modeling of
the vehicle and driver system can be used to analyze standardized driving cycles and
different drivers behaviors [26].
These models are typically 1D models developed by handwritten equations [36,37]
or dedicated physical-modeling software, such as Simscape [38], Amesim [27,39], Modelica [40] and Dymola [41–43]. The vehicle powertrain and thermal systems are modeled and
a given velocity profile, either from homologation or customized cycles, is applied. Vehicle
motion is reduced to the motion of a mass point. The considered vehicle components and
thermal system are modeled as lumped mass models. In some cases, lookup tables can
be used to reproduce the behavior of complex subsystems, such as engine and motors.
Kinematic or dynamic approaches are possible [26]. In dynamic models, a driver model
is also included and the driver parameters have to be carefully calibrated as they affect
performances, consumption and thermal requirements. In some cases, also heat recovery
systems can be included [44].
4. Thermal Management System Architectures
Given the temperature ranges of Table 1, from a conceptual point of view, four different
thermal loops can be defined. Possible realizations of the loops are depicted in Figures 1–4.
Combining and adapting such loops, the thermal management system of any vehicle can
be obtained.
4.1. High Temperature Loop
A typical scheme of a high temperature loop is depicted in Figure 1. The high temperature loop is dedicated to the thermal management of the IC engine. In some cases,
also turbocharger [45] and oil radiators [46] can be included in the loop. A proper thermal
management of the engine has the following objectives [30,47,48]:
•

•
•
•
•

Maintaining the IC engine in its optimal temperature range in wide range working
conditions, including transient conditions [47]. Particular attention has to be paid to
avoid overheating in any condition [49].
Reduce exhaust pollutants [50].
Reduce oil viscosity by reducing warm up time and maintaining a correct temperature [51].
Reduce power dissipation in engine auxiliaries, such as pumps and fans [48].
Improve combustion boundary conditions [48].
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Figure 1. Scheme of a high temperature loop.

Traditionally, the cooling system of the engine is mechanically connected to the
crankshaft. In this configuration, in order to avoid overheating, the system is usually
over-sized [52] with negative effects on overall efficiency. Pump and fan cannot be freely
controlled and the cooling system efficiency cannot be optimized in different working
conditions [47].
The development of the engine cooling system is toward intelligent systems [48,53].
Fans and pumps are actuated by dedicated motors and can be controlled independently
from the engine speed [54,55]. The main advantages of an intelligent engine cooling system
are the following:
•

Reduction of warm up time. Warm up time is of particular interest as about a third of
car journeys ends before engine and lubricant oil warm up is complete [32], with 80%
of US travels less than 15 km [56] and a mean travel of 10 km in Europe [57]. Homologation driving cycles also consider the warm up phase. The reduction of engine and
lubrication oil warm up time has a series of beneficial consequences [47,58]:
–
–
–
–
–

•
•

•

Reduction of fuel consumption [59];
Reduction of friction losses [60].
Reduction of CO2 [61];
Significant reduction of pollutant emissions in test cycles [62];
Possible reduction of NOx in Diesel engines [63];

Reduction of heat losses, mechanical losses and parasitic losses due to high rotational
speed of the engine [64].
Optimized cooling during transient conditions. Traditional cooling systems suffer
of poor regulation in most conditions [53] and in harsh environments, such as high
altitude or cold climate [65]. Intelligent cooling systems can optimize the coolant flow
as function of the actual condition of the vehicle.
Reduction of radiator size [66].

The high temperature loop in general includes also a heater core to provide heat to
the cabin. Such thermal transfer has the advantage of warming up the cabin with the waste
heat of the engine. However, since the cabin has to be warmed up at car start up, especially
in cold climates, the heat demand at the heater core can increase the warm up time [48].
This problem is particularly relevant for PHEV, where an electric cabin heater is often
employed to provide the heat power demand of the cabin when the engine is cold [67].
4.2. Medium Temperature Loop
The medium temperature loop is dedicated to the cooling of the electric motors
and power electronics. A scheme of a medium temperature loop is reported in Figure 2.
The water pump cannot be connected to an engine, either because the vehicle is not
equipped with one (EV) or the engine is often switched off (HEV and PHEV), and it is
driven by a dedicated electric motor.
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The radiator may exchange temperature with the cabin conditioning loop [68] or with
the external environment. In most cases, due to the high efficiency of electric machines,
the exchanged heat is not sufficient for cabin heating. The electric machine working
temperature is of the order of 60 ◦ C, and, in most climates, conditioned air is not needed
for cooling. The medium temperature loop can exchange heat with high and/or low
temperature loop. In cold weather, the wasted heat can be used to speed up the engine
warm up or battery heating [23].

Figure 2. Scheme of a medium temperature loop.

4.3. Low Temperature Loop
The low temperature loop is in charge of the thermal management of the batteries. Depending of the vehicle configuration, mission and requirements, a large number of possible
battery configurations are available. As a consequence, many different configurations of
the battery thermal management loop can be found. In Figure 3, a possible configuration
of a low temperature loop is depicted. In this case, a liquid cooling system is considered,
however, this is not the only possibility as air cooling is also used for batteries [21]. In any
case, depending on the ambient temperatures, conditioned air could be used for heat
removal and a battery heater may be necessary.

Figure 3. Scheme of a low temperature loop.

4.4. Cabin Conditioning Loop
The thermal management of the cabin is realized by an air conditioning circuit
(Figure 4). If the IC engine is always available, the compressor can be connected to
the engine belt. If a more flexible control of the compressor is required or the engine
is not available, an electric motor can be used. Warm air can be obtained by recovering
the wasted heat of the powertrain or by an electric heater. For PHEV and EV, the available
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wasted heat is not sufficient for cabin warming and the electric heater is usually required.
The cabin conditioning loop and the low temperature loop have very similar target temperatures, therefore, in some applications, the two loops are strictly connected and just one
conditioning machine is employed [69].

Figure 4. Scheme of a cabin conditioning loop.

4.5. Cooling Loops Modeling
The modeling of the thermal management system of vehicles is mostly realized by
considering 1D physical models. Such models are able to give accurate prediction of
the behavior of the system at a reasonable computational time. According to [69–71], such
models can be realized at different levels of fidelity. Highly fidelity models can model
complex and transient maneuvers; however, their computational cost is relatively high
and cannot run in real time. Such models, although accurate, may be too slow for actual
development of thermal management systems [71]. Quasi-transient models can run almost
in real time at the cost of some approximations in the transient phase, while accurate results
are to be expected at steady state. Faster models can be obtained by mapped models, where
detailed calculations for heat exchange in different components are replaced by lookup
tables or surrogate models [72–74].
In [75], an example of a mapped model of the thermal system of high voltage batteries
is reported and the model is available in Matlab Simscape as built-in demo. 1D modeling
of the thermal management circuits of batteries and electric motors and electronics is
considered in quite a lot of papers [38,39,41,69,76–79]. In such papers, models are usually
implemented by handwritten equations or by using dedicated software for physical modeling (such as Matlab Simulink and Simscape [38,69], Amesim [39], Dymola [41], Engineering
Equation Solver [76,77], Modelica [78,79]). In [54,55,80–86], models of the thermal management system of IC engines are proposed with particular focus on control implementation
and optimization.
To overcome the limitation of 1D models but maintaining reasonable computational
time, co-simulation between 1D and 3D models has been employed [87–90]. In these
models, the thermal management system is modeled by a 1D approach, while one or more
key components are modeled by 3D CFD models.
5. Subsystems Description and Modeling
Beside the coolant circuits, also the thermal behavior of each component of electrified
vehicles has been deeply investigated. In this section, the most important subsystems of
electrified vehicles are considered.
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5.1. Batteries
Batteries are probably the most currently studied subsystem. In the 2019 review
paper [22], the authors list fifteen review papers dealing with battery thermal management
technologies and modeling from 2004 to 2017 [15,17,19,20,91–100]. Further state-of-the-art
papers have been published more recently [9,10,12,13,16,21].
Such a large research interest is motivated as batteries are the energy storage system
of EV and therefore affect their performance and range. For HEV and PHEV, batteries are
important as they are a key factor in the vehicle efficiency and fuel savings. Depending
on the chemical composition, many different battery types are available in the market.
In Figures 5 and 6, maps comparing specific energy and number of cycles and specific
power and number of cycles of some battery types are shown. Specific energy is crucial for
vehicle range, while specific power directly affects its performance. The number of cycles
defines the expected life of the battery. Lithium-ion batteries show a great potential for
vehicle applications.
5.1.1. Effects of Temperature
The values reported in Figures 5 and 6 are strongly influenced by temperature with
negative effects both at low and high temperature. With particular reference to Lithium-ion
batteries, different temperature-related issues have to be considered.
Referring to low temperature, the following effects on batteries have been investigated:
•
•
•

•

Reduction of available energy. For temperatures below 0 ◦ C, a significant reduction of
capacity can be observed with a reduction of about 40% at −20 ◦ C [100].
Increase of internal impedance. Below −20 ◦ C, the internal resistance of the cells is
increased with a reduction of electrolyte conductivity [101,102].
Aging and cell degradation. At low temperatures, the diffusion of lithium ions into
graphite is reduced resulting in the lithium plating phenomenon. This leads to cell
aging and severe cell degradation [103–105]. In addition, capacity fading due to loss
of active material and cyclability is observed [105–108].
Charge time extension. At temperature below 0 ◦ C, the diffusivity of the lithium
ions is lower in the discharged state than in the charged state. This results in more
difficulties in charging a cold discharged battery than discharging a cold charged
one [100,103,109,110].

Figure 5. Battery specific energy vs. number of cycles (data adapted from [12,14,20,111–114]).
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Figure 6. Battery specific power vs. number of cycles (data adapted from [12,14,20,111–114]).

High temperatures effects on batteries can be summarized as follows:
•

•
•

•

Capacity and power fading. Cell capacity and power reduce as the number of cycles
increases at any temperature. However, at higher temperature, this reduction is
faster [115–117]. An increment in the reduction rate of a factor 2.3 has been experimentally found in [116]. This process is related to the conversion of the active material
of the battery into an inactive one with subsequent increment in impedance [13].
Aging. High temperature increase both calendar aging (related to battery storage
periods) and cycling aging (related to battery utilization periods) of batteries [117].
Self discharge. At high temperature, an increase in electronic conductivity can lead to
faster self-discharge rates. This effect can be seen not only when the battery is stored
at high temperature for long periods, but also for short exposure periods [22,92,118].
Thermal runaway. Thermal runaway is a critical and hazardous situation in which
the temperature of the battery grows over a safety threshold and undesired and uncontrollable reactions can lead to the explosion of the battery [19,20,119–122]. If the heat
generated inside the battery when large amount of power is drawn is not properly
removed, the temperature inside the battery can grow to dangerous temperatures
(approximately 80–100 ◦ C). Exothermic reactions happen inside the battery, increasing
the temperature. Inflammable electrolytes may cause fire, smoke and even explosions. Notably, thermal runaway could also happen in parked cars at hot ambient
temperatures [19].

Beside high and low temperatures, another important issue is the temperature distribution across cells and batteries [13]. Unbalanced cell temperatures aggravate the problems
related to cell unbalance, leading to a more severe loss in battery capacity and increased
thermal runaway risk [123]. A value of 5 ◦ C has been indicated as uniformity interval
of temperature inside the pack [124,125]. For this temperature interval, a loss of 1–2%
in capacity can be expected [126].
5.1.2. Battery Thermal Management Systems
Battery thermal management has therefore the task of maintaining the battery temperature inside the working range and avoid temperature gradients. Several battery thermal
management systems have been proposed. Different classifications of the thermal management systems have been proposed according to different criteria [13]. In Figure 7,
a classification of the thermal management system proposed in [21] is reported. In this
picture, the following three characteristics of the system are considered:
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•

•
•

Power requirement. Thermal management systems can be passive or active. A passive
system utilizes only the environment, while an active system is equipped with a source
for heating or cooling [127]. In [13], this criterion is restricted to the presence or absence
of a vapor compression cycle.
Coolant medium. The coolant medium can be air, liquid or phase changing materials
(PCM). Hybrid systems combine two different media for thermal management [21].
Arrangement. Arrangement refers to the way in which the coolant medium circulates.
In direct approaches, the medium is directly in contact with battery cells, while
in indirect systems, a thermal conductive material is interposed between medium and
cells. Cell disposition and coolant flux have a strong influence on heat transfer [128].
In parallel systems, all the cells are invested by the coolant medium at the same time.
This arrangement allows for a better temperature uniformity, at the cost of higher
complexity [129,130].

Figure 7. Classifications of battery thermal management systems (based on [21]).

Since a univocal classification is not possible, in this section, the different methods are
presented mostly referring to the medium employed.
5.1.3. Air Cooling
Air cooling can be obtained in a number of configurations, including forced or natural
convection and ambient or conditioned air. Three sources of air can be considered: ambient
air, air from the air conditioning system and a dedicated VCC unit [13,131]. In [132],
an experimental campaign has been realized to compare the effectiveness of forced or
natural convection. The results show that for medium or low discharge rates, natural
convection is able to control the battery temperature. However, for higher discharge
rates, forced convection has to be employed. Similar results have been found in other
works [133–135]. In [9,17,21], it is observed that in case of high battery size and power
density and at high ambient temperatures, the demand of cooling capacities may be
excessive for air thermal management systems. Ref. [18] suggests the utilization of air
cooling only for HEV. However, due to its simplicity, cost effectiveness and low energy
consumption, air cooling is widely diffused on the market [17]. Air thermal management
can also provide hot air for battery pre-heating in cold weather [136,137].
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Many research activities are in progress in air cooling battery thermal management. In [138], direct and indirect flux configurations are considered. Indirect cooling
obtains higher temperature reduction with lower pressure drop, while direct cooling
obtains a better uniformity. Inlet air temperature and pressure also play an important
role [133,138]. Inlet and outlet geometry and cell disposition have been studied in a number of papers [11,139]. Series [124,128,140,141], parallel [55,129,142–144] and mixed series
parallel [145] solutions have been proposed. In series dispositions, a temperature gradient
has to be expected between the first and the last rows of cells. In parallel arrangements,
a more uniform temperature distribution can be expected, however, a temperature gradient
is present along the axis of the cells. In forced air, a fan is used to provide the desired flux.
By optimizing the control logic of the fan, absorbed energy reduction, better uniformity and
inlet pressure adjustment to the actual discharge rate can be obtained [133,146]. In [147],
the use of aluminum metal foam is proposed for a better air distribution among cells.
5.1.4. Liquid Cooling
Liquid cooling systems have in general higher cooling capacities than air cooling
systems. However, more complexity and safety issues have to be considered. In particular,
water leakage on the cells has to be avoided. Liquid cooling can be obtained with direct
or indirect contact of the heat transfer fluid with the cells. The liquid can exchange
the removed heat directly with the ambient air or, for higher cooling requests, a chiller can
be employed [13]. Battery heating is possible.
In direct contact systems, a dielectric liquid is circulated around the battery cells [22].
In [148–150], direct air and direct liquid (mineral and silicone oils) cooling are compared.
The utilization of liquids resulted in smaller battery packs, lower energy requirements,
higher cooling rate and heat transfer coefficients. The liquid heat transfer coefficient can
be increased by adding nano-particles to the fluid [151–153]. A novel approach in direct
contact systems is proposed in [154,155]. Battery cells are immersed in a still fluid and
the heat is removed by fluid evaporation. By calibrating the boiling point of the fluid,
the correct cell temperature can be maintained [156] even without a dedicated thermal
control system [157].
In indirect contact systems, the liquid is not in contact with the cells but the liquid
passes through a conduct, in general cold plates [158–162] or tubes [163]. The main advantage of indirect contact cooling is that also non-dielectric fluids can be used. In general,
the utilized liquids, water or ethylene glycol, have a lower viscosity than oil resulting in less
energy requirements from the pump [164]. If coupled with a chiller for liquid refrigeration,
this system can maintain the correct battery temperature even in the worst environmental
conditions with a compact design. However, due to the added complexity, there is a weight
increment, maintenance issues and the risk of liquid leakage [165]. In [166], direct and
indirect liquid cooling have been compared. Indirect liquid cooling, although presenting
a higher thermal resistance with respect to direct liquid cooling, shows the best performance. Indirect liquid cooling could be a better solution for practical applications [167].
Heat pipes can be considered a special kind of a liquid cooling system. Heat pipes are
closed pipes partially filled with a liquid. At the hot interface, the heat pipe absorbs heat and
the liquid is turned into vapor. Conversely, at the cold interface, the vapor is condensed
back into liquid. Heat pipes are passive devices, without any moving part, have very
high thermal conductivity, homogeneous temperature distribution due to the evaporation
process, very long life without maintenance requirements and flexible geometry [168].
Heat pipes can be connected to a heat and cold generation system to provide heating
or cooling to the batteries [169]. Extended experimental activities have been realized for
the application of heat pipes to battery thermal management [168,170–172].
5.1.5. Phase Changing Materials (PCM)
Phase change materials (PCMs) utilize the latent heat during phase changing to remove
heat from batteries and are considered a very efficient battery cooling technique [12,173,174].
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Temperature [°C]
Specific latent heat [kJ/kg]
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In particular, a passive thermal management system based on PCM feature low weight,
high temperature uniformity, low energy consumption and low cost. The phase change
temperature of the material is chosen according to the desired temperature of the battery.
Many different materials with different phase transitions can be used. Classifications are
proposed in [19,175], while in [5,175] quite complete lists of materials with phase change
temperatures and latent heat are provided. In Figure 8, transition temperatures, specific
latent heat and volumetric latent heat for different classes of PCM are reported. Beside
transition temperature, two other properties are important for choosing the PCM when
mass or dimension constraints have to be considered.
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Figure 8. Transition temperature, specific latent heat and volumetric latent heat for different classes
of PCM (data from [5]).

The major shortcomings of PCM are the low thermal transfer rate and low thermal
capacity. Despite their inherent reliability, passive PCM systems may run out of available
latent heat in hot weather or at high charging/discharging rates. To reduce the heat
demand, hybrid systems can be used relaying to another medium for the peak request [21].
To increase the low thermal conductivity, nano materials with high thermal conductivity can be added to PCM [12,176–180]. In addition to increasing the contact area,
they can increase the thermal conductivity. Porous media with high thermal conductivity are used [181–184]. Nano-particle additives can be used to tune the phase transition
temperature and modify the thermal characteristics of the material [185].
Beside battery cooling, PCM can also used as heat accumulators [5] in many areas
of the vehicle, such as subsystems system pre-heating, passenger comfort, reduction of
coolant warm up time, reduction of engine temperature oscillations and buffer between
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battery cells and cooling air. By using heat accumulators, a reduction in cooling system
size is envisaged. Nano-materials and nano-composites can be added to PCM to increase
their thermal capacity [186].
5.1.6. Hybrid Systems
In hybrid systems, more than one of the previously described thermal management
systems for the batteries are used together to improve the system mass, volume, cost
and thermal performances [122,187]. Several hybrid systems combining different thermal
management systems have been considered in the literature, such as natural air with
forced air [188], natural air with heat pipes and spray water [189], forced air with water
cooling [190,191], PCM with water cooling [192], PCM with forced air [193], PCM with
heat tubes [194].
5.1.7. Battery Thermal Models
Great efforts have been devoted to the modeling of the thermal management of cells
and batteries resulting in a large amount of papers discussing the topic. For battery thermal
modeling, a reliable thermal model of the battery is required. Starting from the heat
generated from the battery, the thermal management system can be modeled by applying
the correct boundary conditions [20]. Battery thermal models are realized by considering
the electrical/electrochemical characteristics and the thermal behavior of the battery [195].
Heat generation inside the batteries is governed by complex electrochemical reactions
depending on temperature and state of the battery [15]. Coupled, uncoupled or partially
coupled models of the battery can be realized.
Heat generation in batteries derives from reversible or irreversible losses. Reversible
heat generation is due to entropy changes related to electrochemical reactions at cathode
and anode. This heat can be positive or negative, therefore, its contribution is small on
the whole cycle and can be neglected [196]. Irreversible losses are due to transportation resistance in solid and electrolyte phases (ohmic or joule heat), charge transfer over-potential
at the solid-electrolyte interface and mass transfer limitations [197]. The internal equivalent
resistance of the battery is frequency- and amplitude-dependent and it is a combination of
resistance, capacity and inductance [10].
Different approaches for battery modeling can be found. Depending on the level of
complexity, very different computational time and accuracy levels can be obtained [198].
The following modeling approaches are used:
•

•

Equivalent circuit models. The cell is modeled by an equivalent circuit. The circuit is
described in terms of basic electrical components [199,200]. The most used equivalent
circuit is the RC model. The cell is modeled as a voltage source, and a series of a resistance and resistances and capacitors in parallel. The resulting model is able to predict
the dissipated energy at a low computational cost and requiring few parameters to
be tuned. Therefore, the model is widely employed for vehicle thermal management
design at system level. Other used equivalent circuit models are PNGV (Partnership
for New Generation of Vehicles) model, Rint model (Internal Resistance model) and
Thevenin model [15].
Electrochemical models. Electrochemical models accurately describe the chemical reactions and the charge generation in the cell [20]. In [201], the P2D (Pseudo Twodimensional) model has been firstly presented considering a porous electrode and
solution theory. The model is quite accurate, but requires a high computational time,
especially if many cycles have to be simulated [202]. In order to reduce the computational time, the PP (porous electrode model with the polynomial approximation)
model has been presented [203], in which the porous electrode model has a polynomial
approximation. Alternatively, the SP (single particle) model in which the diffusion of
the Li particles is neglected has also been presented [204]. These models have better
velocity, but discrepancies have been found at high discharge rates [202].
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•

Coupled thermal models. These models couple the electrochemical models of the cell
with a thermal model and are able to accurately describe the most relevant phenomena
acting inside a battery cell [198]. The 3D lumped thermal mass models consider
a simplified thermal model with constant temperature over the cell [15]. More accurate
results can be obtained by considering local heat generation and thermal characteristics
of the cell unit [205,206]. Multi-scale multi-physics models have been proposed to
accurately compute the temperature distribution inside cells [207,208].

In Figure 9, the different models used for battery design are classified according to
research focus, computational time and space scale (data adapted from [15,198,209,210]).

Figure 9. Types of battery models for different design focuses (adapted and data from [15,198,209,210]).

5.1.8. Battery Thermal Management System Models
Beside the thermal model of the battery, also the mathematical models of the thermal
management system have been developed. Simpler models consider the thermal management system as boundary conditions for the model describing the battery. Convective and
irradiation processes can be considered for direct cooling, while conduction is the prevalent
mechanism when cells are in contact with a solid conductive material (indirect cooling or
PCM) [20]. This approach requires a low computational time and is employed for system
level simulations.
For the design of the thermal management system of the battery, detailed 3D models
are employed. Several approaches can be found for the description of the battery plus
thermal battery management system (see, for instance, [174] for examples). In [129],
a decoupled quasi-transient lumped thermal model is employed to study the layout of
a forced air battery thermal management system. CFD simulations coupled with a lumped
model of single cells has been realized in [128] for the definition of the best cell arrangement
of a direct parallel forced-air battery thermal management system. A similar approach
has been used in [193] for the study of a hybrid cooling system with PCM and forced air.
A SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations) algorithm combined
with staggered grid arrangement and central difference scheme is developed in [183] for
the study of a system realized with PCM and metal foams. The heat transfer between
batteries and heat pipes has been analyzed in [160] by the commercial software ANSYS
Fluent. In [211], finite volume equations and a SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure
Linked Equations) algorithm are used to couple temperature and velocity field to simulate
the thermal management of axisymmetric cylindrical Li-ion battery cells by means of
PCM loaded with carbon fibers. All the considered papers focus on the development of
the battery thermal management, but the models are, in general, too complex for an analysis
at vehicle level.
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5.2. Electric Motors
Electric motors for automotive application are characterized by high power and energy
density. The current trends are toward motors with even higher power and energy density,
higher efficiency, less mass, compact size and low cost [76,212]. Motor thermal management
plays a crucial role in the actual performances of electric motors [213]. The classical
approach in motor thermal management is based on experience starting from the motor
operational conditions and by adopting large safety factors. Such an approach typically
leads to over-sized and not very efficient thermal management systems [24,212,214].
Motor thermal management comprises heat generation, heat transfer from the generation point to the removal systems and heat removal. Heat generation is related to the loss
inside the electric motors. In [212], six loss mechanisms are identified. Such mechanisms,
in order of importance, are resistive copper losses in stator and in rotor, iron core losses,
friction and windage losses and load stray losses. Heat generation can be reduced by
reducing motor losses by several technological improvements, such as manufacturing
of thinner laminae in rotor and stator, increase of lamination thermal conductivity and
reduction of eddy currents by axial segmentation of magnets [215–217].
Heat transfer is critical to avoid heat concentration. For instance, magnetic losses are
quite small, however, locally, the magnet temperature can become critical due to the long
path to the heat removal system [212]. Transfer efficiency can be increased by choosing
materials with high thermal conductivity for contact surfaces, thermal pastes can be used
to fill voids in rotor and stator, larger contact surfaces can be used along heat transfer paths.
Different heat removal systems can be employed. In Table 2, a classification of the heat
removal systems for electric motors is reported along with pertinent references. Heat can
be removed at the stator core, stator winging or end winding. Depending on the location
of the heat removal, different technologies can be employed [218].
Table 2. Cooling technologies for electric motors (adapted [212] and references therein).
Cooling Target

Method

References

Stator core (indirect)

Water jacket
Air

[219,220]

Stator core (direct)

Water
Glycol
Oil

[221,222]

Stator winding

Cooling channels
Filling material
Heat exchanger

[223,224]
[145,225]
[226]

End winding

Liquid jets
Spray cooling
Potting material

[214,227]
[228]
[229,230]

The mathematical modeling of the electric motor thermal behavior can be realized
by a lumped parameter thermal network (LPTN), FEA, and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [212]. These analyses are able to predict the temperature distribution inside
the motor and are suitable for motor design purposes. LPTN consists in a network of thermal nodes representing a lumped parameter description of motor components connected
in a network representing the components. 2D models [231] or 3D models [232] can be
obtained, depending if the axial dimension is neglected or considered. Such models can
reproduce the temperature distribution inside the motor quite well, but require the identification of thermal characteristics of each component. FEM [233] and CFD models can be
realized considering the actual geometry of the motor and multi-physics approaches. The
coolant pipes configuration has been studied in detail [234]. Large computational times are
usually required, but accurate descriptions of the temperature field can be obtained [218].
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For the analysis of the thermal management at vehicle level, less computational costly
models are preferred. Lookup tables tuned on experimental data or the results of complex
models can be employed.
5.3. Power Electronics
Thermal management of power electronics is becoming a critical issue, especially considering the trends in miniaturization, high efficiency and compactness [24,235]. Excessive
temperatures can cause failures and in general reduce the reliability of electronic components, particularly on power modules [236]. For this reason, the thermal management of
power electronics is required to avoid local heat concentrations, maintain the temperature
below a given value [208], provide a smooth cooling and temperature uniformity [235].
Different typologies of thermal management for power electronics are employing different media and transfer mechanisms [236]. Referring to the used medium, the following
classification can be considered:
•

•

•

•

Solid materials. Solid materials mostly exploit conduction for power electronics cooling. The most common and economical techniques are aluminum heat sinks [24].
The thermal transfer coefficient can be increased by utilizing advanced thermal interface materials [237]. Such materials are used to reduce the thermal resistance between
contact surfaces. Polymer-based [238], carbon-based [239], thermal greases [240] and
silicone gels [240] interface materials are employed.
Air. Air cooling can be applied by natural or forced convection [236]. In natural
convection, fins can be added to increase the convection surface. Forced air is more
effective, but requires the use of fans. Synthetic and pulsating jet impingements can
be used to improve the heat transfer efficiency [235,241].
Liquid. Liquid cooling can be obtained by a direct immersion (with or without forced
flow [242,243]) or indirectly. In the latter case, cold plates, microchannels, electrowetting or jet impingement can be used [236,244]. In some cases, these methods can be
used with two-phase materials. Two-phase materials can be also used in heat pipes
and spray cooling [245].
Phase changing materials. PCM have a significant potential for electronic cooling
due to the high energy storage of the latent heat and constant temperature during
the transformation. For electronic components cooling, organic PCM are mostly used
for their lower cost and good properties [246]. However, due to the low thermal
conductivity, thermal conductivity enhancers, such as nanoparticles [247] or fins [248],
are usually employed.

Cutting edge technologies, such as magnetic cooling, thermoelectric cooling, thermotunneling and thermoionic cooling, are also applied [236].
For the modeling of power electronic cooling, conduction, convection and fluid distribution around components should be investigated with respect to the actual geometry.
For such an analysis, CFD is a powerful tool able to compute the temperature distribution [249,250]. However, due to the complexity of the problem, this method has high
computational time and, sometimes, convergence problems [251]. A different approach is
the flow network modeling (FNM) which consists in lumped parameter models of the system [251–253]. This method is much faster than CFD, however, the thermal coefficients
are usually known only for standard components. Hybrid approaches using CFD for
the definition of the coefficients used in the FNM model can be found [254].
5.4. Under Hood
For HEV and PHEV, under-hood heat retention is important for maintaining engine
and fluid temperature and mitigating the problems related to engines operating at low
temperatures (see Section 4.1). Beneficial effects can be seen both in the homologation
cycles and in real-world vehicle utilization. In fact, the Ambient Temperature Correction
Test contains two World-wide harmonized Light duty Test Procedure (WLTP) cycles at
different ambient temperatures separated by 9 h [255]. In real world utilization, vehicles
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are generally used for short distances [56,57] and HEV and especially PHEV have periods
of travel with the engine switched off. Thermal encapsulations of the powertrain has
the potential to improve fuel consumption and emissions in applications with frequent
cold starts [256–258].
Modeling of under-hood heat retention is a particularly complex problem [26]. Complex dynamic CFD models have to be realized of the soak period considering the geometry of the under-hood components, convection, conduction and radiation. Particularly
challenging is the computation of thermally induced convective heat transfer due to buoyancy [26,258–260]. Such models are computationally costly and a trade-off has to be found
between computational time and accuracy. In [261], a 3D model is employed to provide
the boundary conditions to a 1D model.
For EV, under-hood analyses are important to understand the interaction between
different vehicle subsystems located in the same enclosed environment. In [262], a 1D/3D
coupled model is realized in order to understand the interaction between powertrain and
air conditioning systems and their impact on the vehicle thermal management system.
5.5. Cabin
Cabin Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system has the task to
provide a comfortable environment to the occupants of the vehicle. Air quality is also
important as the content of CO2 can increase accident risk [263,264]. Cabin temperature
and humidity depend on many factors, namely heat transfer from the ambient through car
body and windows (convection and radiation), body heat and humidity from occupants,
heat from car subsystems and air from the HVAC system. The thermal management of
the cabin requires a sensible amount of energy and, for EV, an efficient system is critical
for vehicle autonomy. According to [265,266], up to 50% range reduction can be observed
in cold weather. In fact, EV vehicle drive systems have a very high efficiency, therefore,
the amount of wasted heat is not sufficient for cabin warming and a heater is necessary [68].
Positive Temperature Coefficient (PTC) heaters with capacities between 5 kW and
10 kW [267] are usually employed as cabin heaters in electrified vehicles. Such power
is similar to the mean power request during an NDC cycle which ranges from 3 kW for
compact cars to 7 kW for large SUVs [268,269]. To reduce power consumption in mild cold
temperatures, above −10 ◦ C, heat pumps can be utilized [270]. The author of [271] has
shown that heat pumps could also be used at temperatures as low as −30 ◦ C. As a result,
beside the use of a PTC alone, HVAC configurations with smaller PTC plus heat pumps
are used. In some cases, an internal heat recovery from the vehicle powertrain or electric
components can also be added [68,272].
Thermal modeling of the cabin is complicated by the complex geometry of the interior
that should be considered and the number of heat and humidity sources and sinks. Several
approaches have been developed depending on the target of the simulation. For the design
of the HVAC systems, high-fidelity numerical simulations considering all of the involved
phenomena realized by CFD software are employed [263,273,274]. Such models require
a long computational time. To reduce the impact of the computational time, 1D/3D models
and surrogate models can be realized [275,276].
For system design, lumped parameters models or 1D physical models are developed
with dedicated software or handwritten equations [277–280]. Such models can consider
static and transient analyses [26].
6. Thermal Management System Optimization
From a system engineering perspective, the optimization of the thermal management
system should be performed at vehicle level considering the behavior of all subsystems.
However, due to the complexity of the system and computational difficulties, such an
approach is seldom realized. Often, the optimization is performed by considering a single
subsystem. This approach tends to give a partial view of the system and integration
problems can arise when the full vehicle is considered [26]. In general, if the optimization
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is focused on a single subsystem, the mutual effects of changing its design on the whole
system and of the changes of system on its performances are neglected. As a consequence,
when integrating the different subsystems, the resulting system composed by singularly
optimized subsystems is not the optimal solution at system level [269,281].
Due to their importance, in several papers, the optimization of the thermal management system of batteries is discussed. Its optimization is performed by means of multidisciplinary optimization approaches. In [282], a mono-objective optimization of a PCM
battery cooling system is presented for mass minimization with a constraint on the temperature distribution in the battery. Genetic algorithms are used in [283] for the maximization
of the Nusselt number in a forced air cooling system. Multi-objective optimization is also
considered. In [284–286], multi-objective optimizations by means of multi-physics models
of battery thermal management systems are discussed. In these cases, very complex CFD
and FEM models are developed and validated. As the resulting models require large
computational times, surrogate models are used to speed up the computational time. In all
the considered cases, the thermal management system of the vehicle is not considered
in the analysis.
System level optimization is also considered. In these cases, different strategies can be
adopted. In [76], a Pareto-Optimal optimization is performed considering a 1D lumped
parameter model of the system. Design parameters pertaining to different subsystems are
used to optimize the global performance of the system. In [287], the thermal management
system is modeled by a 1D CFD approach where radiators and cabin have been modeled
with a full 3D CFD. This model has been used to optimize the thermal parameters of
the cabin model to match experimental data. 1D/3D co-simulation techniques are becoming
more and more important for realizing a simulation framework able to provide accurate
and fast models for system optimization [26,27].
Special attention has to be devoted to the design and optimization of the thermal management control. In [288], the optimization of HEVs is deeply analyzed. It is pointed out
that to obtain the best performances from the vehicle system, thermal management system
and control must be optimized at the same time. However, due to the multi-disciplinarity
and complexity of the system, special strategies have to be implemented for the optimization process. Referring to the theory of coupled plant and control optimization [289], it is
firstly remarked that although such approaches give a sub-optimal solution, they provide
a deep insight into the problem. For the control and thermal management system (plant)
optimization, four strategies are possible, namely design the plant first, then the control,
alternating plant and control optimization, control design nested within the plant design
and simultaneous control and plant optimization. The first approach is the simplest but
less effective, as it consists of first designing the thermal management system and then
implementing the optimal control without any interaction with the system design.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, the main aspects of the thermal management of electrified vehicles have
been analyzed from a system engineering perspective. The review has covered the fundamental aspects for the design and optimization of the thermal management system
in a multi-disciplinary framework. In the current trend of increasing performances, reliability, power and energy, the system engineer has to be familiar with the many modeling issues
involved in the design of electrified vehicles and in particular of their thermal management.
Firstly, mission and ambient have been considered and related to the requirements on
the thermal management. At system level, the vision of the desired utilization of the vehicle
defines targets and constraints of the subsequent design. The mathematical tools referring
to the analysis of vehicle performances and interactions with driver and ambient have
been discussed.
The basic architectures of the thermal management circuits for the main subsystems
of electrified vehicles have been presented, considering their functions, requirements and
interactions with reference to engineering solutions and mathematical models.
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The thermal managing of each subsystem of the vehicle has its own requirements and
constraints. Batteries have been deeply discussed as they are the most critical subsystem.
However, issues and opportunities referring to motors, power electronics, under hood soaking and cabin conditioning have been analyzed. The detailed mathematical modeling of
such subsystems is very complex and requires large computational time, as many physical
and thermodynamics phenomena are involved. Models have to be tailored for the desired
type of analysis, surrogate or lumped parameters models have to be employed for system
level analyses. Co-simulation strategies could be investigated to reduce the computational
time and make more complex models manageable for system optimization.
Finally, the optimization of the thermal management system has been discussed.
For the optimization of such a complex system, computational time and power is still
an issue. Techniques are available to realize a system level optimization, but developments
in computational models and co-simulation techniques are still required.
Proper thermal management design and optimization has proved to increase vehicle
performances and range. The study of the literature has clearly shown that thermal
managements is a complex and multidisciplinary problem. Several phenomena have to be
modeled requiring dedicated optimization procedures at system level still to be developed.
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